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A B S T R A C T

Microbubble (MB) tracking plays an important role in ultrasound super-resolution imaging (SRI) by enabling
velocity estimation and improving image quality. This work presents a new hierarchical Kalman (HK) tracker
to achieve better performance at scenarios with high concentrations of MBs and high localization uncertainty.
The method attempts to follow MBs with different velocity ranges using different Kalman filters. An extended
simulation framework for evaluating trackers is also presented and used for comparison of the proposed HK
tracker with the nearest-neighbor (NN) and Kalman (K) trackers. The HK tracks were most similar to the
ground truth with the highest Jaccard similarity coefficient in 79% of the scenarios and the lowest root-mean-
square error in 72% of the scenarios. The HK tracker reconstructed vessels with a more accurate diameter. In
a scenario with an uncertainty of 51.2 μm in MB localization, a vessel diameter of 250 μm was estimated as
257 μm by HK tracker, compared with 329 μm and 389 μm for the K and NN trackers. In the same scenario,
the HK tracker estimated MB velocities with a relative bias down to 1.7% and a relative standard deviation
down to 8.3%. Finally, the different tracking techniques were applied to in vivo data from rat kidneys, and
trends similar to the simulations were observed. Conclusively, the results showed an improvement in tracking
performance, when the HK tracker was employed in comparison with the NN and K trackers.
1. Introduction

Ultrasound super-resolution imaging (SRI) has been introduced over
the last five years by a number of research groups [1–7]. The approach
employs detection and tracking of microbubble (MB) contrast agents
to visualize the microvasculature. Identification of early changes in the
vessel structure and flow dynamics of the vessels smaller than 100 μm
can potentially be used for early diagnosis or monitoring of diseases
like cancer [8], diabetes [9], and atherosclerosis [10].

Various pre-clinical and pilot studies have been conducted with SRI
of the microvasculature of the kidneys [11–13], brain [5], tumors [8],
and lymph nodes [14]. Although the applications, depths, and wave-
lengths (𝜆) are quite diverse in these studies, they all estimate the
geometric centroid of the MBs with a sub-wavelength accuracy for
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SRI. The validation and quantification of in vivo super-resolution (SR)
images are still major challenges, as no known imaging modality can
yield in vivo ground truth for the microvasculature.

Several methods have been introduced to validate ultrasound SRI,
including comparison with other imaging modalities, like optical imag-
ing [4,15] and micro-CT [16], correlating the processed ultrasound
images with histology and Doppler imaging [17], or using micro-
flow phantoms [18–20]. Although these methods provide a method for
overall validation for the ultrasound SR images, they cannot be used
to evaluate tracking performance independently, as only the structural
and overall flow values are provided.

Tracking of MBs is an important part of ultrasound SRI, as it
improves the final quality of the SR images. Tracking also enables
vailable online 4 February 2022
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the estimation of clinically meaningful parameters, such as blood flow
velocity. However, tracking performance degrades in the presence of
high MB concentrations and localization uncertainty. As ultrasound
SRI was primarily inspired by optical microscopy, many of the optical
particle tracking methods have the same potential in ultrasound SRI.
These methods range from simple nearest-neighbor (NN) [21] to more
advanced techniques. Many of the tracking methods together with
different localization methods were objectively compared for various
scenarios in [22], and it was shown that tracking based on the Kalman
(K) filtering was among the best methods in most of these scenarios;
however, none of the methods performed best across all scenarios.
In 2015, the first in vivo ultrasound SRI with velocity mapping was
introduced [4]. Even though the approach used a basic maximum
intensity cross-correlation within a small search window, it revealed
great potential of resolving flow velocities in vessels located close to
each other. At the same time, another study used an NN tracker for the
MB velocity estimation [5]. In 2016, a modified version of the Markov
chain Monte Carlo data association was implemented for detection and
tracking of MBs [6]. In 2017, a partial assignment tracking based on
a bipartite graph was proposed in [23]. This improved image quality
in comparison with optimal total distance assignment, based on the
Hungarian algorithm [24], and cross-correlation based local tracking.
Finally, the Kalman-based trackers were employed in ultrasound SRI
and used in very recent works in 2019 and 2020 [15,25].

Even though tracking unlabeled targets is well studied, the trackers’
performance in velocity estimation and ultrasound SRI has not been
determined. The aforementioned studies either evaluated a combina-
tion of detection and tracking methods or compared a number of
trackers without a ground truth. Moreover, K trackers with only a single
initial condition for all MBs with varying lifetime and uncertainties in
their localization might not be beneficial in ultrasound SRI. This paper
presents a new hierarchical Kalman (HK) tracker for improving the
formation of tracks at different MB velocities. The HK tracker benefits
from the robustness of the Kalman filter and the flexibility of tracking
MBs differently at separate velocity ranges, each with a different initial
condition. Moreover, this paper presents an extended evaluation frame-
work for comparing different trackers’ performance using simulations
with varying MB concentrations and localization uncertainties. The
proposed method was compared with the NN and K trackers using the
evaluation framework. Finally, the three trackers were applied to in
vivo ultrasound data from a rat kidney, and the resulting ultrasound SR
images were compared qualitatively and quantitatively to determine
the best tracking method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the methods used in this study. Section 3 presents the simulation and
in vivo results, and they are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Tracking algorithms

Tracking methods aim to link unlabeled MBs from frame to frame.
In the NN tracker, the MBs in the next frame are found to determine
the closest MB to the current MB. Although the NN tracker is fast and
straightforward, it uses uncertain localizations directly.

Kalman filtering has a long history in engineering and is well
known for its ability to reduce the uncertainty in the measurements.
Considering that MBs in the blood vessels follow the bloodstream and
cannot jump into any direction, a more robust tracking is possible via
Kalman filtering and linear motion model, as this method considers the
prior state information [15,25]. This consideration can be modeled as
𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑑𝑟(𝑡) + 𝜖(𝑡), where 𝑟(𝑡) = (𝑟𝑧(𝑡), 𝑟𝑥(𝑡)) is the position of
2

the MB at time 𝑡, 𝑑𝑟(𝑡) = (𝑑𝑟𝑧(𝑡), 𝑑𝑟𝑥(𝑡)) is the displacement of the MB, v
Fig. 1. Hierarchical Kalman tracker flowchart.

and 𝜖(𝑡) is the displacement error. This model is formulated using the
alman framework as:

Prediction State: �̄�(𝑡) = 𝐅𝑥(𝑡 − 1) + 𝜖(𝑡)
Observation State: �̄�(𝑡) = 𝐇�̄�(𝑡) + 𝜈(𝑡),

(1)

here 𝑥(𝑡) = [𝑟(𝑡), 𝑑𝑟(𝑡)]𝑇 = [𝑟𝑧(𝑡), 𝑟𝑥(𝑡), 𝑑𝑟𝑧(𝑡), 𝑑𝑟𝑥(𝑡)]𝑇 ,
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0 1 0 0

]

,

(𝑡) ∼  (0, 𝜎2𝜖 ), and 𝜈(𝑡) ∼  (0, 𝜎2𝜈 ) is the localization uncertainty. In
his study, the NN and K trackers used a maximum linking distance
f 250 μm, equivalent to a displacement of a MB in a frame with the
aximum flow velocity of 13.75 mm/s in a system with a frame-rate of
5 Hz. When entering the bloodstream, the MBs have unknown concen-
rations, different velocities, and flow dynamics in different anatomical
egions. To cover most of these variations, the initial conditions of the

tracker were experimentally set to 𝜎𝜈 = 0.002 m and 𝜎𝜖 = 0.025 m
see Section I in the supplementary document).

Having similar initial conditions for all MBs might not be beneficial,
ince MBs are localized with unknown uncertainties and have various

elocities. Additionally, the different MB lifetimes correspond to the
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number of iterations in the Kalman filter. The proposed method uses
a hierarchical structure of Kalman filters, which considers different
initial conditions for different ranges of velocities. The flowchart for
a 5 level HK tracker is shown in Fig. 1. The tracking starts with a
constraint on the low velocity range (0–3 mm/s) and increases velocity
range at each level (up to 12–15 mm/s). The initial standard deviation
of displacement error was considered proportional to the maximum
velocity at each level with a constant coefficient of 𝛼. The initial
standard deviation of uncertainty was set inversely proportional to the
level of tracking with a constant coefficient of 𝛽. The constant values of
𝛼 = 0.001 and 𝛽 = 0.025 were also set experimentally (see Section I in
the supplementary document). For each range of velocity, a Kalman
filter, described in (1), with updated initial conditions was utilized
to estimate more accurate positions of MBs from uncertain positions.
The estimated positions were linked and assigned to the next frame
positions with a constraint on the maximum linking distance using the
Hungarian algorithm [24]. The Hungarian algorithm finds the input of
the Kalman filter in its next iteration from the list of MB positions in
which the selected positions have the optimal minimum total distance
to the Kalman estimates in the previous iteration. The maximum linking
distance was 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥∕𝑓𝑟, where 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 was the maximum velocity in the
processing level, and 𝑓𝑟 was the system frame-rate. With the formation
of the MB trajectory, the velocity of that MB was estimated by knowing
the total displacement and time. Considering track 𝛾𝑘 as a set of 𝑁𝑘
positions, each observed at a specific time, defined as

𝛾𝑘 = {((𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖), 𝑡𝑖)}
𝑁𝑘
𝑖=1 = {(𝑟𝑖, 𝑡𝑖)}

𝑁𝑘
𝑖=1, (2)

the mean velocity of the track 𝛾𝑘 is estimated as

̄⃗𝑣𝑘 =
𝑟𝑁𝑘

− 𝑟1
𝑡𝑁𝑘

− 𝑡1
, (3)

and the instantaneous velocity of the track 𝛾𝑘 at its 𝑖th position is
estimated as

𝑣𝑖𝑘 =
𝑟𝑖+1 − 𝑟𝑖
𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖

. (4)

The tracks with estimated velocity beyond the tracker’s velocity range
were removed from the list of tracks. Finally, the MB positions cor-
responding to the track positions were removed from the list of MBs,
and at the next level, the same procedure was applied to the remaining
untracked MBs.

2.2. Simulations

Artificial X-shaped crossing tubes were simulated in Matlab (Math-
Works, U.S.). The simulations were made by generating MB positions,
each with a known ground truth track and uniformly random lifetime,
moving with different velocities. Individual MBs inside the tube were
also uniformly distributed with sub-wavelength distance. MB positions
were generated according to the ground truth tracks. To simulate
uncertainty in MB position estimates, a random Gaussian error was
added. The trackers’ performance was investigated over uncertainties
ranging from 𝜆/20 to 𝜆/2. In this study, localization uncertainty refers
o the SD of the Gaussian position error. The various parameters of the
imulations are listed in Table 1. The low, medium, and high-density
cenarios had an average MB count of 17, 31, and 51 MB.frame−1,

corresponding to MB density of 1.37, 2.46, and 4.24 MB.𝜆−2.frame−1 at
the center of the phantom. MB density, calculated based on the size of
the vessels and the shape of the phantom, provides an average amount
of the MBs per resolution cell (𝜆2). For example, a MB density of 4
MB.𝜆−2.frame−1 at the center of the phantom means that, on average,
we can find 4 MBs in a resolution cell at the center of the phantom. The
low, medium, and high density scenarios were only part of the whole
simulated scenarios (See Section II of the supplementary document for
extra information). A snapshot of these scenarios is shown in Fig. 2,
3

demonstrating that in the low-density scenario, most of the MBs were
Table 1
Parameters used in the in silico X-phantom.

Parameters Value

Tube length 10 mm
Tube radius 250 μm & 125 μm
Peak velocity 10 mm/s & 5 mm/s
Velocity profile Parabolic
Angle between tubes 15◦

Frame-rate (𝑓𝑟) 55 Hz

Wavelength (𝜆) 256 μm
Average MB count 17, 31, 51 MB.frame−1

MB density at phantom center 1.37, 2.46, 4.24 MB.𝜆−2.frame−1

Localization uncertainty 𝜆∕20 to 𝜆∕2

Table 2
Definition of profile-based metrics.

Ground truth (GT) 𝑣𝑔 (𝑟) = 𝑉𝑝
(

1 − ( 𝑟
𝑅
)2
)

Estimations {𝑣𝑖(𝑟)}𝑁𝑖=1
Mean Profile ̄⃗𝑣(𝑟) = E{𝑣1(𝑟), 𝑣2(𝑟),… , 𝑣𝑁 (𝑟)}
Standard Deviation (SD) Profile 𝑣𝑆𝐷(𝑟) =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑣𝑖(𝑟) −

̄⃗𝑣(𝑟))2∕𝑁
Relative Bias E{ ̄⃗𝑣(𝑟) − 𝑣𝑔 (𝑟)}∕𝑉𝑝

Relative SD
√

E{|𝑣𝑆𝐷(𝑟)|}∕𝑉𝑝

not overlapping. In the medium-density scenario, some of the MBs were
overlapping, and most of the MBs were overlapping in the high-density
scenario. The MB concentration is not controllable in vivo after MB
injection; even though the dilution of SonoVue is adjusted to have fewer
overlapped MBs, the concentration may vary depending on the vessel
structure and blood velocity in specific types of vessels, especially in a
complex organ such as kidneys. For this reason, various MB densities
were simulated separately, and the aim was to get the most tracking
performance in multiple scenarios or most of the individual scenarios.

Various performance metrics were employed to evaluate tracking
performance from different aspects.

2.2.1. Assignment-based metrics
The estimated tracks were assigned and paired to the ground truth

tracks based on their minimum distance as described in [22]. For the
paired tracks, true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative
(FN) positions and tracks were determined based on a gate distance
with the size of a wavelength [22]. Then, the Jaccard similarity was
calculated as

𝐽𝑆𝐶 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

, (5)

representing similarity to the ground truth. For the sub-wavelength
accuracy, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the TP positions were
calculated. In this study, the assignment-based metrics were extended
for the velocity vectors. A paired velocity vector with a magnitude error
less than 20% and angle error less than 45 degrees was counted as a
TP vector. In the same way of tracks and positions, the JSC and RMSE
of velocity vectors were used for similarity and accuracy evaluation.

2.2.2. Profile-based metrics
Considering the known velocity profile and the geometry of the

tube as the ground truth, the velocity profiles of the SR images were
compared with the ground truth. As the same parabolic profiles across
the tubes were expected, the relative bias (RB) and relative standard
deviation (RSD) were calculated over several spatial cross-sections. The
velocity profiles were calculated using spline interpolation of veloc-
ity map values. Table 2 summaries the metrics calculated using the
estimated and ground truth profiles. The intensity profiles were also
estimated using the same method over intensity map values. The 90%
width of the profile was considered as an estimate for the diameter (D)
to show how the different trackers can generate spurious tracks outside
the vessel. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profiles was
also estimated for comparison.
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Fig. 2. An example of low, medium, and high density scenarios. The ground truth MB positions in a random frame were convolved with a Gaussian point spread function for
better visualization.
Fig. 3. (a) The ground truth tracks marked by several green cross-sections are used for measuring intensity and velocity profiles. SR images reconstructed using (b) nearest-neighbor,
(c) Kalman, and (d) hierarchical Kalman trackers for medium MB density with an uncertainty of 𝜆/5.
2.3. In vivo measurement

The in vivo measurements were conducted on two Sprague-Dawley
rat kidneys during laparotomy using a modified BK5000 scanner and
an X18L5s transducer (BK Medical, Herlev, Denmark). The rats were
tracheotomized and ventilated with a mechanical ventilator. A metal
retractor pulled the left side of the diaphragm slightly in the cranial
direction to make the kidney more accessible for the probe and reduce
respiratory motion. However, the kidney was still moving concurrently
with the respirations to a certain extent (it varied among the animals
how much the respiratory motions pushed the kidney in the lateral
image direction, and the value of the motion range were reported in
another study [26]). Ten minutes of B-mode and contrast-enhanced
images with a frame-rate of 53.85 Hz were recorded. A pulse amplitude
modulation sequence was used for imaging with a transmit frequency of
6 MHz (𝜆 = 256 μm). The transmit voltage was low with a corresponding
mechanical index (MI) of 0.2 to prevent bursting of the MBs. The
MBs (SonoVue, Bracco, Milan, Italy) were injected with a flow-rate of
100 μl/min after a 1:10 dilution. During the infusion, a syringe stirrer
was used to keep the solution homogeneous and prevent drop in the
MB concentration during the scan. The measurement was performed in
agreement with protocols approved by the Danish Animal Experiments
Inspectorate under the Ministry of Environment and Food. All proce-
dures matched the ethical standard of the University of Copenhagen at
which the measurements were performed. The in vivo kidney data were
collected previously for a pilot pre-clinical study [12].

The motion-field was estimated locally using B-mode images [26,
27], for patches of 3 × 3 mm with 80% overlap. The MBs were localized
using the weighted-centroid on the Gaussian-filtered contrast images.
The localization was compensated for the tissue motion by subtracting
the motion-field value at that position and time. Next, the corrected MB
positions were tracked using the NN, K, and HK trackers. The estimated
tracks were inserted into an image with a pixel size of 5 μm to form the
final SR images. An intensity map was created when all tracks were
inserted into the SR image with each track having the same weight. A
velocity map was created by inserting all track velocities into the SR
image. The velocity maps were visualized by scaling and remapping
of velocity vectors to an RGB color wheel, where color shows flow
direction and brightness indicates velocity magnitude.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation results

The ground truth tracks and images with estimated tracks using
NN, K, and HK for a medium MB density scenario with a localization
4

uncertainty of 𝜆∕5 are shown in Fig. 3. The green dashed lines in Fig. 3a
are the cross-section position in which the profiles were calculated.

3.1.1. Assignment-based metrics
The overall benchmark of all the assignment-based metrics for

different scenarios is summarized in Table 3 (see Section II of the
supplementary document for quantitative numbers). The table shows
the best trackers by performance metrics (JSC and RMSE). In terms
of similarity to the ground truth, the HK tracker was superior in all
of the high density scenarios, and it had the lowest RMSE in 75% of
scenarios. The NN tracker was only competitive with K and HK in
low and medium density scenarios with low localization uncertainty
(0.05𝜆 and 0.10𝜆). Decreasing the value of the gate size also resulted in
the same trends in the performance metrics. However, a lower perfor-
mance was estimated when smaller gate sizes were used, especially for
high uncertainty scenarios and less accurate estimates of RMSE were
obtained (see Section III of the supplementary document).

3.1.2. Profile-based metrics
The mean intensity profiles for two vessels are shown in Fig. 4. Both

the NN and K trackers showed larger vessel diameters compared with
the HK tracker. The estimated diameters for this scenario are listed in
Table 4a, showing a more accurate diameter estimation (D) for the HK
tracker. The small vessel diameter was overestimated 2.8% by the HK,
while the vessel was 31.6% and 55.6% wider than its actual size using
the K and NN trackers. These numbers for the large vessel were 12.6%
(HK), 17.2% (K), and 37.6% (NN).

Mean and instantaneous velocity profiles for two vessels are shown
in Fig. 5, where solid lines are mean profiles and shaded areas are
the SD of the profiles. The statistics of the estimated profiles, listed
in Table 4b and 4c, shows a high RSD, when the NN tracker was
used, while both K and HK tracker shows a noticeable improvement
in velocity estimation. Unlike the structure, indicated by the intensity
profiles, the velocity profile statistics showed a slight degradation in
RSD, when the HK tracker was employed.

Fig. 6 shows the instantaneous velocity profiles, estimated by the
three trackers, in the small vessel (250 μm) with various peak velocities.
The tracking performance was degraded at higher peak velocities for
the given frame-rate. The statistics of these profiles are listed in Table 5,
showing the degradation of the different trackers, when the peak
velocity was increased.
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Table 3
Assignment-based ranking for Nearest-Neighbor (NN), Kalman (K), and Hierarchical Kalman (HK) trackers using 100 independent simulations
for each scenario. The tracker with the best metric for various uncertainty (𝜆∕20 ∼ 𝜆∕2) and MB density (low, medium, high) scenarios is
included in the Table. In scenarios where the best tracker was not significantly superior, the other trackers with relative metric difference less
than 2% are included as well.
SD of Localization Uncertainty 0.05𝜆 0.10𝜆 0.20𝜆 0.50𝜆

MB density Low Medium High Low Medium High Low Medium High Low Medium High

Track Level JSC NN NN/HK HK NN NN/HK HK K K HK HK HK HK

JSC HK HK HK HK/K HK HK K K K/HK K K HKPosition Level RMSE HK HK HK HK HK HK HK/K HK/K HK K K K

JSC HK/K HK HK HK/K HK HK HK HK HK HK HK HKMean Velocity RMSE HK HK HK HK HK HK HK HK HK/K K K K

JSC HK HK HK HK/K HK HK K K K/HK K/HK HK/K HKInst. Velocity RMSE K/HK K/HK K/HK K/HK K/HK K/HK HK/K HK/K HK/K HK/K HK/K HK/K
F
w

S
t
i
c
c
d
T
w

Fig. 4. Intensity profiles for small (left) and large (right) vessels in a medium-density
scenario with localization uncertainty of 𝜆/5. The intensity values were normalized to
the intensity at the center of the vessel.

Fig. 5. (a) Mean and (b) instantaneous velocity profiles for small (left) and large (right)
vessels. Blue profile is the ground truth (GT) parabolic profile. The shaded area shows
the standard deviation.

3.2. In vivo results

In the proposed hierarchical tracker, different ranges of flow ve-
locities were tracked with a corresponding Kalman filter and linking
conditions. It is shown in Fig. 7 that the slow flow microvasculature
was mapped at the first level, and tracking continued to recover faster
flows of the larger vessels at the next levels. Notice how small arteries
(red tracks pointed by arrows) close to the veins appeared at level 4,
while they were mostly hidden in the previous levels.

Intensity and velocity maps for the entire kidney are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9, demonstrating the overall visual improvement when
the HK tracker is used compared with the NN and K trackers. Fig. 10
shows two zoomed regions of the velocity maps. Four examples of
vessels were selected (arrows), and their diameters are listed in Table 6.
5

Table 4
Profile-based metrics for a medium density scenario with localization uncertainty of
𝜆∕5.

(a) Intensity Profiles
Small vessel (250 μm) Large vessel (500 μm)

NN K HK NN K HK

D (μm) 389 329 257 688 586 563
FWHM (μm) 307 247 164 607 531 441

(b) Mean Velocity Profiles
Small vessel (5 mm/s) Large vessel (10 mm/s)

NN K HK NN K HK

RB (%) 4.99 2.61 4.27 −8.25 −0.77 1.69
RSD (%) 17.29 8.90 12.88 10.03 7.01 8.34

(c) Instantaneous Velocity Profiles
Small vessel (5 mm/s) Large vessel (10 mm/s)

NN K HK NN K HK

RB (%) 35.71 8.70 7.98 16.06 3.26 4.45
RSD (%) 41.77 12.94 16.07 31.73 9.00 9.84

ig. 6. Instantaneous velocity profiles of small vessel for a medium density scenario
ith localization uncertainty of 𝜆/5 for different peak velocities.

imilar to the simulations, the HK tracker had a smaller estimate for
he vessel diameter. Marker 4 shows a vein, which is only partly
nside the imaging plane. In this example, the vein was not filled
ompletely with tracks, when the K tracker was employed. This effect
an easily take place in the cortical and medullary regions and the
iameters of unfilled or out-of-plane structures can be misinterpreted.
herefore, only the distribution of velocity estimates in these regions
as investigated. Fig. 11 shows that the majority of tracked MBs in
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Fig. 7. The reconstructed tracks at different levels of the proposed hierarchical Kalman (HK) tracker. The images are velocity maps showing a coronal view in the center of the
first kidney. The maximum velocities are 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 mm/s, corresponding to the velocity range of the HK tracker at each level. The arrows point to the small arteries
with faster flows.
Fig. 8. Intensity maps of the renal vascular tree processed with (a) NN (b) K and (c) HK trackers. All images are log-scaled with a 60 dB dynamic range according to the color
bar.
Fig. 9. Velocity maps of the renal vascular tree processed with (a) NN (b) K and (c) HK trackers. Colors indicate the flow direction according to the color wheel in the top-right
corner (e.g. yellow color shows a flow from left to right). Brightness corresponds to the magnitude of the velocities (e.g. the darkest is closer to 0 and the brightest is closer to
15 mm/s).
Table 5
Statistics of the instantaneous velocity profiles for a medium density scenario with
localization uncertainty of 𝜆∕5.

Tracker Metric Peak Velocity

5 mm/s 10 mm/s 15 mm/s 20 mm/s

NN RB (%) 28.29 13.36 −3.98 −8.76
RSD (%) 40.34 23.65 26.96 15.91

K RB (%) 14.69 8.78 −2.55 −8.94
RSD (%) 21.26 14.64 15.91 14.89

HK RB (%) 8.02 8.12 5.95 −1.98
RSD (%) 16.62 14.67 14.6 17.78

both the cortex and medulla (outer and inner regions of the kidney) had
slow velocities below 2 mm/s. Considering the 98% of the cumulative
density functions as the peak velocity, the peak velocity in the medulla
6

Table 6
Vessel diameter of the four marked vessels in Fig. 10.

Marker Nearest-Neighbor Kalman Hierarchical Kalman

(1) 150.40 μm 107.41 μm 79.62 μm

(2) 382.54 μm 311.42 μm 231.75 μm

(3) 131.66 μm 127.01 μm 79.10 μm

(4) 155.61 μm not saturated 113.37 μm

was estimated to 1.65 mm/s, while the NN and HK trackers resulted

in 3 to 4 times higher peak velocities. These values for the cortex

were 5.05 mm/s using the HK tracker compared with 8.25 mm/s and

9.90 mm/s when using the K and NN trackers.
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Fig. 10. Zoomed-in regions of velocity maps showing a region of the cortex and major vessel branches (top) and the medulla (bottom) using (a) NN (b) K, and (c) HK trackers. Four
major vessel branches were marked for reporting vessel diameter. The red dashed lines show the region of interest where the distribution of velocity estimates were investigated.
Fig. 11. Distribution of velocity estimates in (a) the cortex and (b) the medulla, used
for determining peak and mean velocity.

The computational complexity of the three tracking algorithms were
compared based on the processing time for the same problem using
the same processor (Intel® Core™ i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz). The
computation time of three different tracking algorithms for solving
the in vivo tracking of 3 million MB positions over 32362 frames was
3.22 min for the NN tracker, while it was 33.71 min and 35.79 min for
the K and HK trackers, indicating that the HK tracker with 5 levels had
roughly the same computation time as the simple K tracker, and both
trackers were 10 times slower than the NN tracker.

The difference between hierarchical Kalman trackers with different
number of levels was also investigated. A 3-lvl hierarchical tracker is
qualitatively compared with a 5-lvl and a 15-lvl hierarchical tracker in
Fig. 12. Decreasing the number of levels generated obvious spurious
tracks. On the other hand, the hierarchical tracker with very small
velocity ranges failed to link slow MBs and caused unusual tracks, when
the unlinked positions were used at the higher levels.

4. Discussion

This study introduced a new hierarchical Kalman tracker, and its
performance was evaluated and compared with the NN and K trackers
using a variety of performance metrics and challenging scenarios. The
7

evaluation of tracking algorithms was based on a detector-independent
simulation setup with known ground truth tracks. Summarized in Ta-
ble 3, the HK tracker had a superior performance in the similarity of
generated tracks to the ground truth in 38 out of 48 cases, especially
scenarios with a high density and high uncertainty of MB positions.
This tracker also showed the lowest RMSE in 26 out of 36 cases.
Although the velocity profiles from the HK tracker were not competitive
to the ones estimated by the K tracker, the intensity profiles showed
a better diameter estimation and therefore structure improvement by
the HK tracker. According to the simulations, the performance of all
three trackers will drop in the presence of higher MB concentration
and higher uncertainty. However, it is anticipated that under the same
condition, the HK tracker outperforms the two other trackers.

The in vivo ultrasound SR images presented in this study also showed
a visual improvement in image quality using the proposed HK tracker,
exemplified with more delicate medullary microvasculature called vasa
recta (for comparison, see Fig. 10 in [28], which demonstrates these
structures in a postmortem rat kidney with microfil silicone rubber)
as well as neat streamlines of MB trajectories in the large vessels. A
dense structure with random flow directions can be seen in the cortical
regions in Fig. 9a. Fig. 9b shows more distinguishable vessels in the
cortical regions. However, vasa recta with slow velocities are sparser
in comparison with Fig. 9a. In Fig. 9c, both cortical and medullary
regions have distinguishable vessel structures and flow directions. In
Fig. 10, notice the smooth streamlines of MBs in the larger arcuate
arteries and veins (top) and vasa recta bundles in the medulla (bottom),
when the HK tracker was employed. The distinguished vessel diameters
also followed the trends observed in the simulations. The velocity maps,
shown in Fig. 9, appear to become progressively sparser from Fig. 9-a
to Fig. 9-c. This is due to more overlapping tracks and more linked MBs
in the NN. Even though the NN tracker generates a considerably higher
number of tracks, we speculate from the JSC and RMSE in simulation
results that many of the NN tracks are not TP.

Several decades ago, a direct measurement of blood flow in the
medulla estimated the velocity below 2 mm/s [29]. This finding corre-
sponds to velocity estimates from the HK tracker, shown in Fig. 11b. It
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Fig. 12. Hierarchical Kalman with different number of levels (left: 3-lvl, middle: 5-lvl, right: 15-lvl). (a) shows the full view and the red rectangles are the zoomed regions shown
in (b).
is worth noting that direct measurement of blood flow in the microvas-
culature is quite demanding, and no imaging modality has shown the
ability to measure velocities deeper inside organs.

A study using nano-CT has demonstrated the dense and complex
vascular architecture in the cortex of the rat kidney [30]. The kidney
dense vessel structure of the renal cortex seems to be shown better
in Fig. 8a, while it seems that the K and HK are missing some of the
information. This is due to the Kalman structure, which tries to predict
a specific linear motion model for the MBs, as described in Section 2.1.
In addition, many of the cortical vessels are not completely inside the
imaging plane. Therefore, the many MBs that shortly pass through the
imaging plane do not satisfy the flow model. Moreover, these projected
vectors into the 2D imaging plane could cause unreliable displacement
and velocity estimates. The unreliable tracks in this region are more
evident in Fig. 9a, as velocity vectors moving in all directions covered
the data from the in-plane vessels. A 3D measurement, using a 2D
sparse array [31] or row-column arrays [20], is required to capture MBs
movement in all dimensions reliably.

In the simulated phantom, the small vessel diameter is a wave-
length (𝜆). However, the MB trajectories inside each vessel had a
sub-wavelength distance from each other. These delicate streamlines
can be perceived as several microvessels inside the phantom. Solving a
tracking problem in this situation becomes even more cumbersome by
adding uncertainty to the MB positions. The same analogy for super-
resolved velocity maps exists in which the velocity profiles must be
estimated with sub-wavelength resolution.

The computational complexity of a tracking algorithm depends on
the number of MB positions (inputs) and the generated tracks (outputs).
One or both could be stochastic depending on the localization uncer-
tainty, MB lifetime, and structure complexity. Although the HK tracker
employs multiple Kalman filters, the number of MB positions processed
at each level is reduced compared with the previous level.

The contrast ultrasound data usually suffer from low SNR (or more
specifically contrast-to-noise ratio), as the voltage should be kept low
(corresponding to low MI) to do not disrupt all of the MBs and high
enough to capture their non-linear response. The low SNR may result
in residual clutter. This may also generate false detections or miss
detections that can potentially affect the results. This limitation can
be added to the current simulation setup by randomly generating or
removing MB positions, while keeping the ground truth tracks the same
as before.

Imaging sequences with higher frame-rate [32,33] can be employed
to increase maximum velocity that can be estimated. Moreover, a
higher frame-rate allows more reliable tracking with fewer linking
8

errors, because a shorter linking distance (𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥∕𝑓𝑟) is required to
reconstruct a velocity map with the same maximum velocity.

The MB infusion is used to have more control on the amount of
MBs during the time. Therefore, MB concentrations used for the rat
experiments in this study were much lower than those administered
in a bolus injection for human examinations of, e.g., liver tumors.
The bolus injection and infusion are not comparable. The infusion
settings were chosen based on pre-trials where different MB concen-
trations and infusion rates were tested. For another organ, whether in
animals or humans, other settings are probably needed — it depends
on the vascularity and flows in the specific organ and size of the
animal/human. Clinical translation is possible. SonoVue is not yet
FDA-approved for infusion, but many studies worked with human MB
infusion (for purposes other than SRI). It does not seem to alter the
drug’s safety profile. Challenges may arise with larger out-of-plane
motion in humans, and therefore, the technique would benefit greatly
going from 2D to 3D. For the kidney, clinical implications would be,
e.g., investigating whether microvascular alterations in structure or
flow velocity precede microalbuminuria in persons with diabetes. This
could allow earlier diagnosis of renal involvement and improve the
possibility of monitoring the microvascular effects of renoprotective
drug treatment. Cancer is another large field where the technique
could allow improved diagnostics and treatment effect evaluation. For
example, SRI could help with non-invasively distinguishing malignant
lymph nodes from healthy or reactive ones.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a new hierarchical Kalman tracker, which
attempts to track MBs with different ranges of velocity with corre-
sponding initial conditions and linking distances. The proposed tracker
was compared with the NN and K tracker and evaluated using several
assignment-based and profile-based performance metrics with chal-
lenging scenarios of varying MB density and uncertainty. The results
indicate that the proposed HK tracker outperforms the NN and K
trackers for many metrics and in different scenarios, especially in
high concentration and high uncertainty of MB positions. The method
also improved the in vivo image quality. The in vivo results showed
noticeable improvement with some trends similar to the simulations,
including more accurate diameter estimations.
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